
List of morphological specifications (based on the Leipzig Glossing Rules) 
No. Attribute group Attribute Coding 

1 Part of speech noun NOUN 

adjective  ADJ 

numeral NUM 

pronoun PRON 

verb VERB 

adverb ADV 

interjection INTJ 

onomatopoeia INTJ.~O 

particle PART 

preposition ADP 

conjunction CONJ 

acronym ~AKRO 

abbreviation ~SANTR 

other (word of a foreign 
language, incomplete word, 
etc.) 

X 

2 Types of nouns proper NOUN.~PROP 

common NOUN 

3 Types of numerals cardinal ~CARD 

ordinal ~ORD 

multal ~MULT 

collective ~COLL 

4 

 

Verb forms 

 

infinitive INF 

participle PTCP 

adverbial participle ~PAD 

half participle ~PSD 

verbal intensifier ~BDN 

conjugated form FIN 

5 Polarity (only of verbs) negative NEG 

positive NNEG 

6 Reflexivity reflexive REFL 

non-reflexive (not marked) 



7 Mood indicative IND 

imperative IMP 

subjunctive COND 

8 

 

Voice active ~ACT 

passive PASS 

necessity  ~NEC 

9 Tense  present PRS 

past tense PST.DFN 

past frequentative PST.ITER 

future FUT 

simple past PST 

10 Degree positive ~POS 

comparative ~COMP 

superlative ~SUP 

diminutive ~DEM 

11 Definitiveness pronominal ~DEF 

simple NDEF 

12 Gender feminine F 

masculine M 

neuter N 

common ~CMN 

13 Number singular SP 

plural PL 

dual DU 

14 Case nominative NOM 

genitive GEN 

dative DAT 

accusative ACC 

instrumental INS 

locative  LOC 

vocative  VOC 

illative ~ILL 

15 first 1 



Person second 2 

third 3 

16 Other  punctuation marks PUNCT 

 
Note. In the advanced search of the Pedagogic Corpus (https://kalbu.vdu.lt/mokymosi-priemones/mokomasis-
tekstynas/), the user can see which categories are related to which part of speech. For example, if you search by 
grammatical category (or by a specific word / lemma and grammatical category) and enter a noun in the search 
box, only the grammatical categories that are relevant to nouns are activated and displayed in the white 
background of the drop-down menu; these include gender, number, case, and reflexivity. The categories which 
are not relevant to nouns (e.g. the verb form, type of the numeral, mood, tense, etc.) are disabled (appear in 
grey) and cannot be selected.  
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